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When the stakes and emotions are high in a family law case, Nathan Julius calmly stands by his 
clients. He helps them understand their options and make fully informed, high-quality decisions 
that will move their lives forward.

Said one client: “Nathan explained the issues clearly, and most importantly, in a way that was 
easy to comprehend. What also sets him apart is his genuine care for clients and desire to help 
others to the fullest extent.”

Nathan is an accomplished trial attorney with a strong history of litigation success. Nevertheless, 
he strives to resolve cases in a manner that is the least stressful for his client, often through pre-
trial settlement.

He places high value on maintaining effective communication and working relationships with all 
parties and professionals involved in the divorce process.

“You can be a strong advocate for your client while also exuding kindness. Being respectful 
and professional toward the opposing party gets you more than being combative.”

A former bankruptcy attorney, Nathan understands how powerful it is when people get a fresh 
start. He has a unique understanding of the special issues families face when involved in a 
bankruptcy proceeding or dividing debt during the divorce process. 

Known for his fun-loving personality and sense of humor, Nathan is always happy to have an 
interesting conversation or may spontaneously burst into song. He enjoys pop culture, movies, 
concerts, traveling the world, and taking walks with his spouse and their Corgis, Paige and Cooper.

areas of practice
 • Divorce

 • Child Custody

 • Child Support

 • Domestic Violence

 • LGBT Family Law

 • Legal Separation

 • Relocation

 • Unmarried Couples
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Nathan Julius
attorney

“Nathan was great! He took the time to learn about my unique situation and helped explain the 

why, when, and how every step of the way. If I had questions he had answers or found them and 

promptly communicated with me.”

– megan, former client
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education
J.D., Oklahoma City University School of Law
B.A., Washington State University

memberships
King County Bar Association
Washington State Bar Association

publications
Author, “Generation Q,” The Advocate, 2004

“Nathan has been wonderful handling my legal 

separation/divorce. Through a very stressful 

situation he’s been a fantastic listener, great with 

strategy, totally on top of all aspects of the case 

and excellent at keeping me informed and my 

case on track. I’ve already referred a friend to him 

for representation and would highly recommend 

him to anyone as both a top notch attorney and 

compassionate human being.”

– veronica, former client

about mckinley irvin
Founded in 1991, McKinley Irvin is the Pacific 
Northwest’s premier law firm focusing exclusively 
on the practice of family law. Attorneys at McKinley 
Irvin are acknowledged leaders in a range of 
traditional and cutting-edge areas of the practice, 
including divorce matters involving complex financial 
issues, collaborative law, contested child custody, 
international family law, military family law, and 
LGBT family law. 
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